WINTER 2013

THE BEST
MAKEUP
FOR BRIDES

WEDDING
IDEAS
personalize every detail

SIMPLY
ELEGANT
striking dresses
simple updos
classic flowers

WED100
insider advice
from the experts

+

TIPS FOR A
PERFECT
WEDDING
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Winter 2013 Display Until january 19,2014

Gown, Rivini by Rita
Vinieris; earrings,
engagement ring,
Sylvie Collection;
cocktail ring,
Badgley Mischka »
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FACIAL MASK
This mask is a
miracle worker. It
unplugs all the dirt
in your pores- yes
that's right, even
your stubborn
blackheads . It also
shrinks your pores,
so less impurities
can build up in
them . "The zinc
oxide soothes
the skin and the
sulfur heals it,"
says celebrity
dermatologist
Debra jaliman, MD.
Clarifying mask,
$37. Murad.com

Murad.
Qarifying Mask

NIGHT CREAM
Luxury in ajar-this is an intense
moisturizer. "This night cream
is rich in antioxidants,
vitamins C and E, retinol ,
hyaluronic acid and
omega-3s- everything
you need for a fresh,
youthful face," says Marina
Pereda, MD. You can use it on
your face, neck and chest. Dermal
Repair cream , $120, SkinMedica.com

ANTI-ACNE
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" I'm a big fan of multitaskers
and this product covers
breakouts while fighting them
at the same time. The CC in
this formula stands for clear
and camouflage," says New
York City medical and cosmetic
dermatologist Francesca
Fusco, MD. Anti-Acne CC
cream, $60 , Hydroxatone.com

EXFOLIATOR

FACIAL
CLEANSER

This is my go-to face pol ish.
The sugar gra ins melt into your
skin when you gently scrub,
turning this exfoliator into
a vitamin-e-rich mask. Because
it's made of brown sugar
and strawberry seeds, it smells
good enough to eat! Sugar Face
Polish, $55, Fresh.com
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EYE TREATMENT
"This is a light, nongreasy
formula that intensely
hydrates skin," says
Elizabeth Tanzi, MD. Here's
a list of its magical abilities :
It smooths out wrinkles,
calms down puffiness and
reduces dark circles all while
hydrating the delicate skin
around your eyes. Lumiere
Bio-restorative eye cream
with PSP, $85, Neocutis.com

While it works
for all skin types
(it's Uber gentle),
"this face cleanser
is ideal for oily
skin. It contains
willowherb,
which is an antiinflammatory agent
that can calm down
finicky and easily
irritated skin,"
jaliman says . It
also doubles as a
makeup remover.
Purifying cleansing
gel, Boscia, $26,
Sephora.com

SELF-TANNER
Whil e most self-tanners
are like lotions, this
one has a gel base so
it spreads more evenly
(read: natural looking).
"It doesn't streak or
get blotchy and can last
up to a week," says
Paul jarred Frank, MD.
SelfTanning Instant Gel,
$35 , ClarinsUSA .com

BODY WASH

DAY CREAM

This gentle body wash is as pure as it gets, as it " softens skin,
is not irritating and has no scent," Frank says. Sensitive Skin body
wash with NutriumMoisture, $5 , Dove. us

"This easy-to-pump
bottle contains alphahydroxy, vitamin E,
vitamin C and SPFall key ingredients
for healthy skin,"
says dermatologist
to celebs (like Kate
Hudson) Gary
Goldfaden, MD.
Healthy Skin face
lotion with SPF 15, $11 ,
Neutrogena.com »
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TOOTHBRUSH
"This toothbrush cleans hard to reach places. It also comes with a
great carry case, so it's easy to pac k for the honeymoon," says Brian
Kantor, DDS, who works on Penelope Cruz's smile. Diamond Clean
rechargeable sonic toothbrush, Philips Sonicare, $240, Target.com

TEETH WHITENER
"The bleach within these strips deliver
noticeable results within a very short period of
time," says Gregg Lituchy, DDS, who works
with stars like Heidi Klum. 3D Whitestrips 2Hour Express, Crest, $55, 3DWhite.com

TOOTHPASTE
Not all toothpastes are created equal. This one "contains
a dual silica technology that removes and prevents surface
stains ," Kantor says. Advanced Whitening toothpaste,
Colgate Total, $5, Drugstore.com

CUTICLE OIL
This product might be new,
but it's already gaining a cult
following. "It's thick, very
moisturizing and works on
even the driest cuticles," says
Ana-Maria Gheorghiu, Mariah
Carey's go-to manicurist.
Argan cuticle oil drops, $15,
OrlyBeauty.com
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It isn't too sheer,
so you can actually
see the color!
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NAIL STICKERS
This isn't a typical nail
sticker. These appliques
are made of real nail
polish, which means
that they stay on much
longer and don't create
unwanted air bubbles.
French manicure in First
Love, $10 , lncoco.com

ORLY

NUDE POLISH
"This creamy pink shade
is pretty and neutralthe perfect wedding
day co lor," Gheorghiu
says. The formula is
rich without being
thick and clumpy. Nail
lacquer in Kerfuffle , $15,
Butterlondon .com
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TheKnot.com/beauty

HAND CREAM
"While the consistency
might be rich, this lotion
applies very easily and
has a smooth-like-silk
feel. The best part
though is that it lasts
for a long time," says
jin Soon Choi, a celebrity
(l ike Michelle Williams)
and fashion favorite
manicurist. Extended
Moisture hand cream,
Nivea, $5, Drugstore.com

COLORFUL POLISH
If you're a bride who has an
adventurous streak, opt for
a fun, bright color for your
nails (or toes!). "This gorgeous
coral red shade is bright
yet sophisticated and
works for all seasons,"
says Gina Eppol ito,
manicurist to fashion
mavens, including
Sarah jessica Parker.
Nail polish in Geranium,
$8, Essie.com

